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Cloud Authoring is Elucidat, and Elucidat is a powerful web based tool that enables
you and your team to develop HTML5 learning modules with an amazing look and
feel and creating your own interactions without needing to know how to code.
Cloud is key

WHAT IS
CLOUD
AUTHORING

Publishing to an LMS takes seconds and changes are delivered instantly with no need to re-upload
to your LMS. You can edit everything in place with integrated commenting and reviewing, which
will save you hours, and make multiple versions for translations or localisations easily, from one
central resource.

One course for all devices
Your course will work perfectly on all Desktops, tablets and phones, out of the box, making it
accessible to every learner. No need for mobile versions, Flash fallbacks or accessible versions, just
by entering your content once, Elucidat will automate the rest.

Accessibility features
Elucidat courses are also Section 508 compliant and work in JAWS screen readers.

Built for virtual teams
This tool will help you in the creating process: your writers, designers, testers and developers can
all collaborate on the same project and leave comments in situ.

Here you have the Elucidat “Yes list”!

TOOL

SPECIFICATIONS

★

Elucidat uses HTML5

★

Elucidat courses work in any computer, laptop, tablet or mobile device

★

Elucidat courses fully support Internet Explorer 8

★

You can create courses that are fully responsive from large screens right down to mobile
screens

★

You can tweak content for each screen size without creating separate versions

★

Elucidat courses work on iOS and Android phones and tablets

★

Elucidat supports any language, including Arabic and Mandarin

★

You can create courses with your own branding and design

★

You can create your own animations and interactions

★

You can produce fully SCORM compliant packages

★

You can create online versions of your courses to send by email

★

Elucidat courses integrate with your LMS

★

Elucidat courses are accessible and they meet Section 508

1
AUTHORING
LICENSE

●

All software upgrades

●

ElearningArt image library

●

Offline SCORM download for
unlimited learners
Content hosting and Rapid
Release™ for up to 2,000 learners
per year

●

Powerful Analytics

●

Super fast email and chat
support
Annual licence fee

●

●

£1,500.00 + VAT

PRICING

FAQ

How long do contracts last?
❏
Minimum contract term is 1 year.
Can I download my courses?
❏
Yes! You can make an 'Offline Backup SCORM release' that contains all of your course assets and
will work Offline.
How do I cancel?
❏
Easy - just drop us an email.
Which Browsers do you support?
❏
We support all of the major browsers, and courses work back to IE 7/8, and in screen readers such as
JAWS.
What does unlimited mean?
❏
Unlimited means that we do not meter your usage, although in accordance with our T&Cs - courses
should not be used for file sharing - so usage has to be fair.
Do I need an LMS?
❏
Not necessarily - although we have some great LMS partners if you are shopping around.

WHAT’S NEXT?

START YOUR FREE TRIAL NOW!
Click Here

